
It has been a complete pleasure to become acquainted with your company
'The Fusion Hub' throughout my virtual internship with Think Pacific. Your
mission to create a world without waste and a nation with economically
empowered women is a powerful and necessary one for our generation and
those to come after us. The issues you are tackling really struck a chord with
me and so it has been a privilege to work on behalf of you. 

I felt that it would be useful to summarise the resources I have produced for
you; in order to both explain my thought process throughout the project and
so you can easily make sense of it without having to immediately read through
the whole pack.

I sincerely hope that what I have created is useful to you in some way,
however big or small, and will help in furthering your objectives to increase
women's economic empowerment and to create a sustainable Fiji. 

There are three key resources:

First is a Template Pitch Deck Presentation. This I hoped would support you
in investor presentations for potential funding. The slides include the basics
for a standard pitch deck, with detail filled in where I had the information.
Sections and graphs are left blank for your input. There are also suggestions
and commentary throughout; aspects of your business that I felt you may like
to include I have added, coupled with more standard pitch deck
recommendations. The slide design is tailored to fit your logo. 
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Second is a Template Standard Funding Project Proposal. This I hoped
would act as a supporting template document that you can use for potential
investors and or funding opportunities. Each page has a basic aspect of
funding proposal with occasional detail filled in; specifically for Missions and
Values. The majority of pages have been designed so that you can adapt
information for different projects and different potential funders, with
sections left blank for this purpose. I matched the design of the proposal to
the Pitch Deck presentation in order to give continuity to the branding.

Thirdly I have put together a Short List of Potential Grant Opportunities. I
felt that this may be a handy reference point for the next two months (August
to September 2020) in which COVID-19 will no doubt particularly affect your
funding opportunities. I researched a large volume of grants that are available
locally to you in Fiji and more globally. To the best of my knowledge you as a
company are eligible for them all however I have included links for full criteria
for you to check.

Finally, I have included a word document that has the invitation links that
you need to click to edit both templates on Canva with your own details. Canva
can be accessed for free and is a easy resource to use!

I truly hope that this 'starter funding pack' is useful to you and will save you
doing research and design so that you can focus more time into creating
valuable impact for those The Fusion Hub touches. 

Vinaka vaka levu,

Nancy Smith
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